
Math 593: Problem Set 4

Due Friday October 4, 2014

1. Define a map φ : Z/24Z→ Z/48Z sending a 7→ 6a.

a). Is this a well defined map of sets?

b). Is it a Z-module map? Is it is a Z/24Z-module? Characterize n such that it is an
Z/nZ-module map.

c). Compute the cardinality of kernel of φ. Is the kernel a Z-module?

d). Compute the cardinality of the cokernel.

2. Let V be a one dimensional vector space over k = Fpe . Show that there are precisely pe

distinct non-isomorphic k[x]-module structures on V . [The notation Fpe denotes “the” field
of cardinality pe.]

3. Modules Properties. Which of the following modules are cyclic? Which are finitely
generated? Which are free? Which are simple? [By Definition, a module is simple if it admits
no proper non-zero submodules. Another word for simple in this context is irreducible; Cf
Dummit and Foote Exercise 9 in 10.3.]

a). The Z-module Q.

b). The R module Rn.

c). The EndR(Rn) module Rn. [Here, the subscript on End indicates R-linear maps; these are
the endomorphisms in the category of R-vector space, so we could also write EndR−vecsp(Rn).

d). The k[x] module (x− 1)k[x].

e). The k[x] module k[x]/(x− 1)k[x].

f). The Z-modules Z/nZ (in terms of n).

g). The k[x] module V , where V is the k-subvectorspace of k[x] consisting of polynomials of
degree less than 17, and x acts on V by differentiation.
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4. The Weyl Algebra and D-modules. Let D denote the R-subalgebra of EndR(C∞(R))
encountered on Problem Set 1, generated by d

dx
and x (interpreted as the “multiplication by

x” linear transformation).

a). Explain why C∞(R) is a D-module, and how R[x] can be interpreted as a D submodule.

b). Prove that R[x] is simple as a D-module.

5. a). Compute the cardinality of cokernel of the F5[x]-module map ψ : F5[x]→ F5[x] given
by multiplication by x4 + x+ 1.

b). Show that the map ψ : F5[x]⊕ F5[x]→ F5[x] sending (f, h)→ to x2f + xg − f + x2g. is
an F5[x] module map, and compute its kernel and cokernel. What is the cardinality of the
cokernel?

6. Annihilators. Let R be a commutative ring, and M an R-module. The annihilator of
M , denoted AnnRM is the set of elements r in R such that Rm = 0 for all m ∈M .

a). Prove that the annihilator of M is an ideal in R.

b). Prove that the annihilator of M ⊕N is AnnRM ∩ AnnRN .

c). Find the annihilator of the abelian group (=Z-module) Z24 ⊕ Z18 ⊕ Z30.

7. Modules of Homomorphisms. If M and N are R-modules, denote by HomR(M,N)
the set of all R-module homomorphisms M → N .

a). Prove that HomR(M,N) has a natural R-module structure.

b). Describe explicitly all Z-module maps Z/(30)→ Z/(21).

c). Prove that HomZ(Z/(n),Z/(m)) ∼= Z/(m,n). [Remember: you need an explicit map in
order to prove two objects are isomorphic.]

d) Abelian Categories. Observe that the category of R-modules has the following features:
both the image and the kernel of a map of R-modules have natural R-module structures, and
all morphism sets Mor(M,N) (usually denoted HomR(M,N) in this category) has a natural
abelian group structure. These are the main features of an abelian category. Which of the
following seven categories shares these features; Grp,Ab (abelian groups), CommRing,
Vectk (k-vector spaces), smooth manifolds, Top (topological spaces), or Set (sets)?

8. Direct Product vs Direct Sums. Do exercise 20 from Dummit and Foote 10.3. [Here
is a more explicit hint for (b): show that every element of the direct sum is annihilated by
some integer but there are elements of the direct product which are not annihilated by any
integer.]
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